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Abstract

This paper estimates the causal e¤ect of unionization on the distribution of employee earnings

using a regression discontinuity design based on union certi�cation elections. The results suggest

unions raise the lower end of the distribution by around 25 percent, with a much smaller,

even negative e¤ect on the upper tail, and little e¤ect on average earnings. Results on worker

retention suggest unions decrease turnover among lower-productivity workers, but increase it

among higher-productivity workers. The empirical results are consistent with a model of the

political economy of union wage setting in which unions pursue a wage schedule to maximize

the probability of winning a certi�cation election, subject to a minimum pro�t constraint for the

employer. The optimal union wage schedule pays low-skilled workers above marginal product

but reduces the return to skill. The estimates suggest that around 13.5 percent of the increase

in the variance of log earnings from 1979 to 2009 can be accounted for by falling U.S. private

sector unionization rates.
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1 Introduction

How do unions a¤ect the earnings distribution? This question is at the heart of the debate over

the causes of increasing U.S. inequality over the past three decades. While market forces such as

international trade and the supply of and demand for skilled labor have probably played a role

(Juhn, Murphy, and Pierce, 1993; Katz and Murphy, 1992), institutional forces such as falling

unionization rates may also have contributed (Freeman, 1993; Blau and Kahn, 1996; DiNardo,

Fortin, and Lemieux, 1996; Card, 2001). From 1979 to 2009 the U.S. private sector unionization

rate fell from about 25 percent to 8 percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010; DiNardo, Fortin,

and Lemieux, 1996). To estimate the impact of this drop in the unionization rate, DiNardo, Fortin,

and Lemieux (1996) construct counterfactual wage densities based on observed characteristics and

show unionization is associated with substantial wage compression. If this compression re�ects the

causal e¤ect of unionization, then deunionization accounts for a signi�cant part of the increase in

U.S. earnings inequality.

Comparisons between the earnings of unionized and non-unionized workers robustly show a

positive union wage gap, especially in lower skill groups, but recent e¤orts to estimate the causal

e¤ect of unionization have generated mixed results.1 Quasi-experimental evidence from DiNardo

and Lee (2004), for example, shows little e¤ect on employer outcomes, apparently at odds with

regression-based comparisons. At the same time, this small average e¤ect may mask signi�cant,

but o¤setting e¤ects on di¤erent features of the distribution.

The main objective of this paper is to identify the causal e¤ect of unionization on the distribution

of employee earnings. The target of estimation can be understood in terms of a hypothetical

experiment where a set of establishments are randomly assigned to be unionized or not. The

causal e¤ect of interest is the di¤erence between the subsequent distribution of earnings among

employees at the unionized and non-unionized establishments. To approximate this hypothetical

experiment, this paper adapts DiNardo and Lee�s (2004) regression discontinuity (RD) design based

on union certi�cation elections, using administrative records on individual earnings matched to

establishment-level election results. If establishments where the union barely won and barely lost

1Lewis (1986) surveys the large early literature on union wage gaps, while Blanch�ower and Bryson (2003) o¤er an
updated look using newer data. Quasi-experimental evidence on the causal e¤ect of unionization includes DiNardo
and Lee (2004) and Lee and Mas (2009).
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are otherwise comparable, the resulting di¤erence in the distribution of employees�earnings is due

to the causal e¤ect of unionization.

The paper motivates the possibility of distributional e¤ects by analyzing the union wage-setting

problem in the context of a certi�cation election. The theoretical section of the paper highlights

how the the need to garner the support of a majority of workers can lead to a wage schedule

that raises the wages of lower-productivity workers but reduces the wages of higher-productivity

workers, resulting in a wage-compressing e¤ect of unionization.

Consistent with DiNardo and Lee (2004), the RD estimates reported here show little e¤ect

of unionization on average earnings. At the same time, my results provide clear evidence of a

distributional e¤ect. Speci�cally, unionization raises the lower tail of the earnings distribution by

around 25 log points, while reducing earnings at the very high end. Further empirical results show

unionization increases turnover for higher productivity workers, but not for lower productivity

workers, consistent with the model�s interpretation of union wage compression as re�ecting a wage

schedule that raises lower-productivity workers�wages but reduces the return to skill.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section describes the U.S. private

sector unionization process and highlights the theoretical implications this process has for the

distribution of earnings. Section 3 describes the data used in the empirical work. Section 4 lays

out the research design and the econometric framework for identifying and estimating the e¤ect of

unionization on the distribution of earnings, and section 5 presents the estimation results. Section

6 summarizes the �ndings and concludes.

2 Background

2.1 NLRB election process

Since 1935, most U.S. private sector unionization has been governed by the National Labor Relations

Act (NLRA), which speci�es the rights of unionizing workers. While an employer may voluntarily

bargain with the workers�chosen representative, or in some cases may be required to do so even

without an election, the traditional process by which workers unionize is through a National Labor
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Relations Board (NLRB) secret ballot election.2 Although in practice an organizing drive is often

fraught with disputes and delays, the following steps describe the stylized path a group of workers

follows to form a union:3

1. Petition drive: Union organizers lobby workers, collect signatures expressing a desire to hold

an election, and submit a petition to the NLRB to hold an election. If the petition is accepted,

the NLRB ascertains the scope of the bargaining unit and sets the election time and place,

usually the workplace.

2. Election: Eligible workers vote for or against the union, and the union wins if it receives a

simple majority (50 percent + 1) of the votes cast.

3. Certi�cation: If the union wins, the NLRB certi�es it as the sole authorized representative

of the workers in the bargaining unit, and requires the employer to bargain �in good faith�

with the union.

4. Bargaining: The employer negotiates with union representatives over a collective bargaining

agreement. If an agreement is reached, the contract becomes binding for all employees in the

unit.

NLRB certi�cation elections may include two or more competing unions on the ballot. In the

case of multiple competing unions, a simple majority is still required for certi�cation. Elections

may also be held to remove union representation altogether (decerti�cation) or to replace one

union with another. These cases, however, occur relatively infrequently, and the analysis focuses

on certi�cation elections.

2.2 Theoretical framework

How do the incentives a union faces in a certi�cation election a¤ect wage setting? The model devel-

oped here takes as its starting place that the primary objectives of union leaders are survival and

expansion of the organization, and retention of their o¢ ces (Atherton, 1973; Ross, 1948; Berkowitz,

2Secret ballot election has historically been the dominant form of new unionization, although in recent years
voluntary recognition through neutrality agreements and card checks have become more common. (Brudney, 2005)

3The simple process laid out here follows the procedures described in NLRB (2010). See Ferguson (2008) and
DiNardo and Lee (2004) for a more complete description of the possible complications and objections that can be
raised at each step.
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1954; Ashenfelter and Johnson, 1969). Accordingly, a union facing a certi�cation election will pur-

sue a wage agreement that maximizes the probability of winning. The theoretical framework in

this section is similar to Farber (1978), Booth (1995), Acemoglu, Aghion, and Violante (2002), and

Lee and Mas (2008), who also consider the e¤ects of majority-rules politics on union wage policies,

but I focus on the implications for the distribution of workers�wages.

1 union petitions to represent workers and proposes a wage schedule

2 Workers vote

3 Workers decide to quit or stay

4 Employer makes investment and hiring decisions, production resumes

Union Election and Wage-setting Model

Union proposes 

wage schedule w(H)

Workers vote Workers decide to 

quit or stay

Employer makes investment 

and hiring decisions. 

Production resumes

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4

Figure 1: The model

The model casts the union election and wage-setting process as a four-stage game. The stages,

shown in Figure 1, follow the stylized union certi�cation process described above. In the �rst

stage, a union petitions to represent the workers at a plant (currently producing in the competitive

sector) and proposes a wage schedule, w (H) = (v + r (H))H, which gives a worker�s wages as a

function of his or her human capital, H. The outside (competitive) price of human capital is v,

and r (H) denotes the union rent earned by a worker with human capital H. The term �union

rent�hightlights that r (H) is the di¤erence between the competitive and union price of skill. In

the second stage, workers vote for the union if their union rent, r (H), exceeds their individual cost

of union representation, �, provided the wage schedule doesn�t cause the plant to shut down. The

voting rule can therefore be written 1 (� � r (H)), subject to the plant not shutting down. The

cost of union representation � re�ects any pecuniary (e.g., union dues) or nonpecuniary factors

a¤ecting workers�preferences for union representation outside of wage di¤erences, and is assumed

to be independent of H. In the third stage, workers decide whether to quit or stay, after observing

the outcome of the election. Workers stay if their union rent exceeds their cost of unionization, net

of an individual-speci�c switching cost, ", also independent of H. The worker�s decision rule after

a union victory is therefore 1 (� � " � r (H)), where the worker stays if the indicator is equal to

one. Finally, the employer makes investment and hiring decisions to maximize pro�ts.

The production technology combines H with another factor, K, in �xed proportions with con-
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stant returns to scale, so the production function can be written Y (H) = yH. Normalizing the

H=K ratio to unity, the competitive return to K is y � v. A fraction �K of K is sunk in the

production relationship.

Two assumptions in the model setup are important for the results. The �rst is that workers�

decisions to vote for a union or quit their job depend on more than simply a comparison of wages.

These other factors are modeled as union costs � and switching costs ". The presence of the union

cost in the model prevents the union from being able to assure 100 percent vote share with only

an in�nitesimal wage increase to all workers. The presence of the switching cost prevents the

unrealistic scenario that all workers who vote against the union quit after a union victory, and thus

widens the scope for the union to cater to speci�c groups of workers. The union and switching costs

are assumed to reduce the e¤ective union and outside return to human capital, respectively. While

the speci�c functional form is a simpli�cation, the substantive assumption that the �equivalence

premium�� the dollar amount by which a union would have to raise a worker�s earnings to make

him indi¤erent between a union and no union� is on average increasing in a worker�s outside wage

is important. A concrete motivating example is that union dues are commonly collected as a

percentage of wages. The consequence of this assumption for the model is that it makes it more

e¢ cient for the union to shift resources to attract the votes of workers with lower outside options.

The second key assumption is that employers face short term rigidities in adjusting inputs. The

model captures this in a simple way following Caballero and Hammour (1998) by assuming the

chosen technology takes �xed ratios of inputs. The assumption is that while technology can adjust

over time, it is essentially �xed over the period relevant for an initial collective bargaining agreement.

Consequently, employers cannot undo the e¤ects of a union wage schedule by immediately adjusting

the production inputs. An alternative way of capturing this that leaves the results substantively

unchanged is to allow the employer to fully adjust K, but have the union impose �ring costs.

The union�s optimal wage schedule is shown in the theory appendix to maximize the expected

vote share, subject to a minimum pro�t constraint for the employer:

max
r(h)

Z
F� (r (h)) dFH (h)

s.t.

Z
(�K (y � v)� r (h))hF��" (r (h)) dFH (h) � 0:
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Concrete functional forms illustrate the main implications of the model. Assume H is log-normally

distributed and � and " are exponentially distributed with parameters �� and �", where the mean

switching cost, 1=�", exceeds the average rent, �K (y � v). In this case the optimal rent schedule

is

r (H) =

8><>: r+ (H;��) ; H � h1 (��)

�
�
1
�"
� �K (y � v)

�
; H > h1 (�

�)
; (1a)

where r+ (H;�) satis�es

exp (��r) =
��
�H

+
�"

�� + �"
(1 + (�K (y � v)� r)��) : (1b)

The threshold above which rents are negative is

h1 (�) =
1

�

�� + �"
1� �"�K (y � v)

; (1c)

and �� is the value of � that satis�es the pro�t constraint with equality.

The optimal union wage schedule, (1), has two features with stark implications for the union

e¤ect on the distribution of earnings. First, the union rent is positive for lower-productivity workers,

and negative for higher-productivity workers. Interestingly, the less the union can extract from the

employer (i.e., the smaller is �K), the lower the threshold above which rents are negative. The

second feature is that even where rents are positive, they are decreasing in the level of human

capital:
dr

dH

����
H=h�h1

= �
�
�h2

�
�"

�� + �"
+ exp (��r)

���1
< 0:

Thus compared to the competitive equilibrium, the union wage schedule compresses the distribution

of potential wages and shifts it to the right.

To see the e¤ects on the distribution of earnings directly, I solve a numerical example based on

the distribution of wages observed in the the sample of full-time, nonunion workers from the 1998-

2000 Current Population Survey (CPS). Taking the hourly wage as a measure of human capital,

H, I assume the sunk fraction of K is �K = :3. Normalizing the competitive return to human

capital to be v = 1, and assuming labor�s share in income is about .7, I set the production function

parameter to be y = 10=7. Finally, I assume unionization and switching costs both have means of
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1:5� �K (y � v).

The optimal wage schedule in this example distributes rents disproportionately to low-wage

workers and substantially compresses the distribution of earnings. Figure 2 plots the union premium

(in dollars), r (H)�H, implied by the optimal union wage schedule as a function of human capital.

The union premium is positive for lower levels of human capital, and decreasing and eventually

negative for higher levels of human capital. Figure 3 compares the distribution of potential union

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
−12

−10

−8

−6

−4

−2

0

2

4
union wage premium

Level of human capital

Figure 2: Union wage premium as a function of human capital for parameter values �K = :3, v = 1,
y = 10=7, �� = �" = (1:5�K (y � v))�1.

and non-union log wages implied by this example. The union distribution is compressed and shifted

to the right relative to the non-union distribution.

Given the assumption of �xed K, these implications are likely to apply to the short term. In the

long term, however, K can adjust, and the employer may be able to terminate lower-productivity

workers, who are being paid above marginal product. In the longer term, therefore, the degree to

which the union wage schedule in�ates the wages at the bottom of the distribution relative to the

top will be attenuated.

The theoretical discussion shows that unions facing certi�cation elections have an incentive

to commit to a wage schedule that favors lower-productivity workers at the expense of higher-

productivity workers. In the example, the union wage schedule raises the wages of low-productivity
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Figure 3: Densities of potential union and non-union log wages implied by the optimal wage schedule
from the example in the text.

workers and lowers the wages of high-productivity workers, compressing the distribution of wages.

3 Data

3.1 Union Elections

The analysis uses a dataset on the universe of NLRB union representation election results from

1963 to 2006, which was compiled and analyzed by Ferguson (2008). Each record in this dataset

represents a union certi�cation election held at an establishment, and includes the number of votes

cast for and against union representation, the date of the election, and the employer�s name and

address. The data appendix explains in detail how the dataset was constructed.

The main sample used in the analysis covers the years 1992-2001, the period covered by the

earnings data described below. This sample contains data on 37,354 representation elections,

involving over 1.7 million votes cast. Unions received 50.4 percent of the votes cast, and won 54.5

percent of the elections.4 Figure 4 shows the distribution of the union vote share in the sample.

The mode is around 40 percent, with a signi�cant number of elections in which the union received

4The votes-weighted union success rate is only 41.5 percent, indicating that unions fare considerably worse at
large establishments, as noted by Farber (1999).
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all votes. The �gure corresponds to Figure II in DiNardo and Lee (2004), who use similar data.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the union margin of victory in terms of number of votes, close

to the threshold. This �gure shows that close elections represent the typical case, a fact that is

important for the interpretation of the estimation results.

0
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10
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ce
nt

.05 .15 .25 .35 .45 .55 .65 .75 .85 .95
share

Distribution of Union Vote Shares

Figure 4: Votes-weighted histogram of the union vote share in representation elections from 1992
to 2001. Data are from NLRB election records, restricted to elections where 10 or more votes were
cast.

3.2 LEHD

The second data component contains individual-level earnings from the U.S. Census Bureau�s Lon-

gitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) database. The LEHD combines data from a wide

variety of state and federal administrative records and surveys. In particular, the LEHD integrates

the universe of unemployment insurance-covered (UI) earnings records held by participating state

agencies into a cohesive data structure using person and employer identi�ers, allowing linkages to

other sources of data.5

The Employment History Files (EHF) within the LEHD contain quarterly records of individuals�

UI-covered earnings. The EHF for each of the 23 covered states contains a record for each employee-
5For more details on the construction and uses of the LEHD database, see McKinney and Vilhuber (2008), Lane

(2008), Abowd, Haltiwanger, and Lane (2004), and Abowd, Stephens, Vilhuber, Andersson, McKinney, Roemer, and
Woodcock (2009).
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Figure 5: Votes-weighted histogram of the union margin of victory (in terms of number of votes)
in representation elections from 1992 to 2001. Only elections decided by 100 or fewer votes are
included in the histogram. Data are from NLRB election records, restricted to elections where 10
or more votes were cast.

employer combination� a job� that produced at least one dollar of wages in that state in each year.

The data cover a period as wide as 1985 to 2004, although for most states the data only go back

to the early 1990s. The EHF contains more than 2.8 billion records, although I focus on full-time,

full-year workers with high labor force attachment. This is the sample for whom earnings most

closely approximates the hourly wage, on which the theory is based. Restricting to this sample also

allows us to separate wage e¤ects from labor supply e¤ects. See the data appendix for details on

the sample selection.

Crucially for this study, individual-level earnings records in the LEHD can be matched to

establishments. For each union election record in the NLRB election dataset, employees at the

time of the election can be identi�ed by matching employer name and address information from

the election record with employer information in the LEHD. The data appendix describes in detail

the procedure used for matching the two datasets. The matching procedure identi�ed over 1.5

million individuals who were employed at establishments at the time a union election was held

from 1992-2001. The subsequent earnings and employment histories of these individuals constitute

the main outcomes of interest.
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Table 1 reports summary statistics on pre-election earnings, post-election earnings, and re-

tention by union status for full-time, full-year workers in my sample. Average (post-election)

annual earnings� de�ned as the sum of the four quarterly earnings beginning six months after the

election� in this sample is just under $30,000. Unionized workers earn on average nearly $3,300

more than non-unionized workers, consistent with the large literature on union wage gaps �nding

a union premium of about 10 percent. This wage gap, however, re�ects both the causal e¤ect of

unionization, as well as a selection e¤ect. The nearly $5,000 pre-election earnings gap suggests the

selection e¤ect is large. The table also reports statistics for the sample restricted to close elections

(+/- 5 percent). Most of the earnings di¤erences disappear in the restricted sample, consistent

with bias in the full-sample comparisons by union status, and with DiNardo and Lee�s (2004) �nd-

ings of a small average e¤ect of unionization. However, this small average e¤ect could be masking

signi�cant, but o¤setting e¤ects elsewhere in the distribution. Average earnings also appear to be

lower in the sample restricted to close elections, which re�ects that the largest (and highest-paying)

employers are less likely to be involved in close union elections.

Table 1: Pre-election Earnings and Outcomes by Unionization Status

!"" #$%&'%($%()*+ ,%($%()*+ !"" #$%&'%($%()*+ ,%($%()*+

!%%'-".*-/%(%01 234233 254673 68497: 224;;3 224689 224<57

=:74399> =:94;9;> =6<4;;9> =:24;:9> =;84:36> =234377>

?/*&*"*@A$%.*-/%(%01 :64282 :84723 :;489; 6:4:5: 6:4<<: 6:482<

=:548<2> =:94756> =:54;2<> =6<4<92> =:54;:6> =2946;7>

BC-D*+.*EF"$D*+ 8G;26 8G;8; 8G;6; 8G:< 8G:32 8G:9;

-C.F"-%C =G:33> =G;88> =G:33> =G;88> =G;88> =G:33>

# 74;63462; 97:47;3 32;4799 7:;4563 <8497< 9;4727

H'"".B-EF"* I(1@$%A%'(CD.B-EF"*

#$C*1J.CK*.C-L"*./*F$/C1.1-EF"*.E*-%1.-%+.1C-%+-/+.+*M(-A$%1.$N.CK*.+*F*%+*%C.M-/(-L"*1.-C."*O.LD.'%($%.1C-C'1.N$/.CK*.1-EF"*.

$N.N'""&AE*4.N'""&D*-/.P$/Q*/1.*EF"$D*+.-C.F"-%C1.(%.@$M*/*+.1C-C*1.PK*/*.-.'%($%.*"*@A$%.P-1.K*"+.N/$E.7332&2887G.R-/%(%01.

M-/(-L"*1.-/*.E*-1'/*+.(%.2888.+$""-/1G.!%%'-".*-/%(%01.-/*.+*S%*+.-1.CK*.1'E.$N.CK*.N$'/.T'-/C*/"D.*-/%(%01.1C-/A%0.CP$.

T'-/C*/1.-O*/.CK*.'%($%.*"*@A$%1G.?/*&*"*@A$%.*-/%(%01.-/*.CK*.1'E.$N.CK*.N$'/.T'-/C*/"D.*-/%(%01.F/($/.C$.CK*.'%($%.*"*@A$%.

@"$1(%0.+-C*G.BC-D*+.*EF"$D*+.-C.F"-%C.(1.-1.$N.78.T'-/C*/1.-O*/.CK*.'%($%.*"*@A$%.@"$1*+G.UK*.+(1@$%A%'(CD.1-EF"*./*1C/(@C1.C$.

*"*@A$%1.CK-C.P*/*.+*@(+*+.LD.;.F*/@*%C.$/."*11G

4 Research Design and Econometric Framework

A fundamental obstacle to measuring the e¤ect of unionization on earnings is selection bias: earnings

within unionized plants may di¤er for reasons other than union representation. This study seeks

to overcome selection issues by using a regression discontinuity (RD) research design, originally
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developed by Thistlethwaite and Campbell (1960). The motivation for the design, �rst used in this

context by DiNardo and Lee (2004), is that new unions arise through a majority-rule election. If

plants and workers where the union barely won and barely lost are comparable, then close union

elections approximate a randomized experiment, and the resulting di¤erence in the distribution of

earnings provides a reliable estimate of the causal e¤ect of unionization.6 To represent this idea

formally, let D = 1 (R > 0) be an indicator for union representation, where R is the union margin

of victory (negative for losses). Let Y1 be an individual�s earnings under union representation, and

let Y0 be the earnings otherwise, so that observed earnings is Y = Y0 + (Y1 � Y0)D.

Since a worker is never observed simultaneously with and without union representation, we

cannot measure the individual speci�c treatment e¤ect, Y1�Y0, but we can estimate the treatment

e¤ect on the distribution of outcomes, that is, the di¤erence between the distributions of Y1 and

Y0 at the margin of union victory. The distributional e¤ects of unionization are captured by the

quantile treatment e¤ect, or the di¤erence between the quantiles of potential earnings:

� (�) � QY1jR=0 (�)�QY0jR=0 (�) : (2)

Note that this is the treatment on the distribution of earnings as a whole, rather than the e¤ect of

treatment on any particular individual. While (2) does not capture the e¤ect of unions that win

or lose by large margins, Figure 5 implies that the e¤ect conditional on a close election re�ects the

typical case.

The key identifying assumption is that the conditional distribution of potential earnings as a

function of the union vote share is smooth near the threshold of union victory, and thus any jumps

in the observed distribution of earnings at the threshold is due to the treatment. Formally:

Assumption 1: Local Smoothness FYdjR (yjr) is continuous in r over an "-neighborhood of

zero, and is strictly increasing in y over the same neighborhood, for d 2 f0; 1g.

This assumption is satis�ed if, for example, unions, workers, and �rms are a priori uncertain

about the outcome of the election when it is close (see Lee, 2008 for a formal proof). The condition

that the distribution be increasing in y ensures that quantiles are uniquely de�ned at the threshold.

6See Lee (2008) for further discussion on the conditions under which a close election provides as-good-as-
randomized variation.
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Given the sharp RD design setup and this local smoothness assumption, the identifying conditions

given in Frandsen (2008) are satis�ed.7

I focus here on the e¤ect of union representation, which leads to the sharp RD design (Campbell,

1969). Another possible treatment of interest is an indicator for a collective bargaining agree-

ment, leading to a �fuzzy�design since an agreement does not always follow from a union victory

(Ferguson, 2008). Data on whether an agreement was reached and a contract signed can be inferred

from Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) records on contract expiry and renewal.

While the econometric framework described in the text applies equally well to the sharp and fuzzy

designs, studying the e¤ect of a collective bargaining agreement in this context su¤ers from two

problems. The �rst is that FMCS records severely undercount union agreements (DiNardo and

Lee, 2004), introducing a potential source of bias. Second, there is typically a time lag of several

months between a certi�cation election and a collective bargaining agreement being reached. Any

responses by employees or employers to the outcome of the election, but prior to an agreement

being reached, contaminates the design and would lead to a discontinuity in the distribution of Y0

(potential earnings under no collective bargaining agreement) at the margin of union victory. For

these reasons, the current research design is ill-suited for studying the e¤ect of collective bargaining

agreements, and I focus on the e¤ect of union representation.

Frandsen (2008) outlines a tractable procedure for estimating quantile treatment e¤ects in this

framework. In the sharp RD design considered here, the estimator becomes particularly simple:

it is the di¤erence between kernel-smoothed local linear estimates of the quantiles of earnings

approaching the threshold of union victory from the right and from the left. Formally, the estimator

can be written:

�̂LQTE (�) = F̂
�1
Y1jR=0 (�)� F̂

�1
Y0jR=0 (�) ;

where

F̂�1Y1jR=0 (�) = inf
n
a : F̂Y1jR=0 (a) = �

o
;

F̂�1Y0jR=0 (�) = inf
n
b : F̂Y0jR=0 (b) = �

o
;

7The other identi�cation conditions in Frandsen (2008)� that the probability of treatment jumps discretely at the
threshold, and that crossing the threshold has a montonic e¤ect on treatment status� are automatically satis�ed in
the sharp RD setup considered here.
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and F̂Y1jR=0 (y), F̂Y0jR=0 (y) are local linear, consistent estimates of the conditional distribution

functions of potential earnings at the threshold,

F̂Y1jR=0 (y) =
1P

j:D=1wj (h1)

X
j:D=1

wj (h1) 


�
y � Yj
h2

�
;

F̂Y0jR=0 (y) =
1P

j:D=0wj (h1)

X
j:D=0

wj (h1) 


�
y � Yj
h2

�
:

The weighting function associated with local linear �tting is given by:

wj (h1) = K

�
Rj
h1

�
[Sn;2 �RjSn;1] ;

with

Sn;l =
X

i:D=0;Z=0

K

�
Ri
h1

�
Rli; l = 1; 2:

The bandwidths h1 and h2 are chosen to minimize the approximate mean squared error; K (�) is a

kernel density fucntion; and 
 (�) is a kernel distribution function.

The estimator for the local quantile treatment e¤ect is asymptotically normally distributed with

the following limiting distribution:

n
1�b
2

�
�̂LQTE (�)� �LQTE (�)

�
d! N

"
0;

!+� (1� �)
fY1jR=0

�
QY1jR=0 (�)

� + !�� (1� �)
fY0jR=0

�
QY0jR=0 (�)

�# ;
where the bandwidths h1 and h2 are proportional to n�b, with b 2 (1=5; 1), and fY1jR=0 and fY0jR=0

are the densities of Y above and below the threshold, respectively. The other constants are given

by:

!+ =

R1
0

�
s+2 � s

+
1 u
�2
K (u)2 du

fR (0) h1 �
h
s+2 s

+
0 �

�
s+1
�2i2 ;

!+ =

R 0
�1

�
s�2 � s

�
1 u
�2
K (u)2 du

fR (0) h1 �
h
s�2 s

�
0 �

�
s�1
�2i2 ;

where s+l =
R1
0 K (u)uldu and s�l =

R 0
�1K (u)u

ldu. In the empirical results, I estimate the

distribution of the estimator via the nonparametric bootstrap. The validity of the bootstrap in this
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setting is discussed in Frandsen (2008).

A regression discontinuity estimator for the average treatment e¤ect at the threshold is given

by:

�̂ATE = Ê [Y1jR = 0]� Ê [Y0jR = 0] ; (3)

where

Ê [Y1jR = 0] =
1P

j:D=1wj (h1)

X
j:D=1

wj (h1)Yj ;

Ê [Y0jR = 0] =
1P

j:D=0wj (h1)

X
j:D=0

wj (h1)Yj ;

and the weighting functions and bandwidths are as described above.

5 Results

Comparisons of earnings by union status suggest that unionized workers�earnings are higher on

average and more compressed than non-unionized workers�earnings. These �ndings can be seen

in Table 2, panel A, which reports OLS and quantile regression coe¢ cients from a regression of

post-election log earnings on an indicator for union representation status for the sample of full-time,

full-year workers at establishments where 10 or more votes were cast in a union election. The �rst

column in panel A shows the estimated di¤erence in log earnings is on average .146 with a standard

error of .0024. The remaining columns in panel A report di¤erences in the sample quantiles of log

earnings. The tenth percentile of unionized earnings is .1931 (s.e.=.0068) log points higher than the

tenth percentile of non-unionized earnings. The di¤erence in median earnings is .1667 (s.e.=.0023),

and the di¤erence in the 90th percentile is .0765 (s.e.=.0017). These estimates are consistent

with regression-based comparisons, such as those surveyed by Lewis (1986), which robustly �nd a

signi�cant positive union wage gap, and quantile regression estimates (e.g., Chamberlain, 1994),

which show the union-nonunion wage di¤erential is monotonically declining in wage percentile.

Are these di¤erences due to the causal e¤ect of unionization? Regression discontinuity estimates

support the notion that unionization has little e¤ect on the average, but signi�cantly compresses

the distribution of employee earnings. These �ndings can be seen in Panel B of Table 2, which
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Table 2: Union Log Earnings E¤ect

!"#$%&# '() '(*+ '(+ '(,+ '(-

()./. ()-0) ()/,- ()//, ()0.) (',/+

1(''*.2 1(''/32 1(''0*2 1(''*02 1('')/2 1(''),2

('')+ (*.,* (',') (',.- ('+/. ('..,

1(')*.2 1('3++2 1('*/,2 1('))02 1('*0.2 1('*.02
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A5$9AB==G?@#H9AB==GI#%$9J5$K#$79DC9F5"#$#L976%6#79A$5@9)--*G*'')(9M%C#=9!97;5J79AB==9

7%@>=#9NOP9%CL9QB%C?=#9$#&$#77D5C9#7?@%6#7H9%CL9M%C#=9R97;5J79$#&$#77D5C9

LD7F5C?CBD6I9#7?@%6#7(9:;#9<%CLJDL6;91DC96#$@795A9BCD5C9"56#97;%$#29D79('*+(9

S%$CDC&791DC9*'''9L5==%$729%$#9L#TC#L9%796;#97B@95A96;#9A5B$9QB%$6#$=I9#%$CDC&79

76%$?C&96J59QB%$6#$79%U#$96;#9BCD5C9#=#F?5C9F=57#L(9NC=I9J5$K#$79%69>=%C679J;#$#9

@5$#96;%C9)'9"56#79J#$#9F%769DC9%9BCD5C9#=#F?5C9%$#9DCF=BL#L(

VB%C?=#7

!(9NOP9W9VB%C?=#9$#&$#77D5C

R(9X#&$#77D5C9YD7F5C?CBD6I

reports RD estimates of the average treatment e¤ect, (3), in the �rst column, and estimates of the

quantile treatment e¤ect, (2), in the remaining columns. The �rst column shows the average e¤ect

of unionization conditional on a close election is small: .0015 with a standard error of .0124. This

result is consistent with DiNardo and Lee�s (2004) �nding of little union e¤ect on average wages.

This small average e¤ect masks larger e¤ects elsewhere in the distribution, as the remaining columns

in Panel B show. The e¤ect on the 10th percentile is large and positive, .2472 with a standard

error of .0855, while the e¤ect on the median is a more modest .0564 (s.e.=.0234), and the e¤ect on

the 90th percentile is smaller still at .0447 (s.e.=.0243). The distributional e¤ects of unionization

are summarized graphically in Figure 6, which plots estimates and pointwise con�dence intervals

for quantile treatment e¤ects for quantile indices from .1 to .9. The �gure shows unionization

signi�cantly raised the lower end of the distribution, but had more modest e¤ects through the

middle and upper end of the distribution.

Motivated by the model�s prediction that unions may reduce the highest productivity workers�

wages, I take a closer look at the union e¤ect on the upper tail of the earnings distribution. The

results suggest that unionization signi�cantly reduces the highest quantiles of employee earnings.

These �ndings are summarized in Figure 7, which plots estimates and con�dence intervals for the

e¤ect of unionization on the 90th through the 99th percentile of earnings. While the e¤ect on the
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Figure 6: Estimates and 90-percent con�dence intervals for the e¤ect of unionization on the quan-
tiles of employees�log annual earnings.

90th percentile is small but positive, the con�dence interval begins to include negative values around

the 95th percentile, and the estimated e¤ect becomes large and signi�cantly negative starting with

the 97th percentile, reaching -.54 at the 99th percentile. In terms of magnitude, unionization�s

largest impact on earnings appears to be to cut o¤ the upper tail.

The results thus far imply that unionization compresses and shifts the earnings distribution

slightly to the right. This e¤ect can be seen directly in Figure 8, which plots estimates of the

counterfactual earnings densities by union status, conditional on a close election. The solid curve

represents the density of potential earnings without unionization, and the dashed curve represents

the density of potential earnings under unionization. The union density is lower in the tails, re�ect-

ing compression, and shifted slightly to the right, re�ecting the modest positive e¤ect throughout

much of the distribution seen in Figure 6.

It is tempting to interpret the estimates plotted in Figures 6 and 7 as giving the e¤ect of

unionization on an individual of a given rank in the earnings distribution. In order to make this

interpretation, one would have to invoke the rank invariance assumption that a worker with rank

� in the non-unionized potential earnings distribution also has rank � in the unionized distribution

(Heckman, Smith, and Clements, 1997; Chernozhukov and Hansen, 2005). In this case, the � -th
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Figure 7: Estimates and 90-percent con�dence intervals for the e¤ect of unionization on the upper
tail of employees�log annual earnings.

quantile treatment e¤ect� the di¤erence between the � -quantile of the unionized and non-unionized

potential outcome distributions� corresponds to the e¤ect of unionization on a worker of rank � ,

since that workers rank is unchanged by unionization. Formally, this assumption could be written:

FY1jR=0 (Y1) = FY0jR=0 (Y0) almost surely. However, given the model�s suggestion that unions may

increase the pay of some workers at the expense of others, and the empirical results that union

e¤ects on quantiles vary drastically, this assumption may be unrealistic in this setting. For example,

if unionization led to the termination of some higher-paid workers (e.g., management), ranks would

almost certainly be a¤ected.

An alternative assumption that may be more plausible, and allows for inference on the union

e¤ect on individuals across the distribution, is that an individual�s rank in the non-unionized

potential earnings distribution is equal to his or her rank in the pre-election earnings distribution.

This would be true if, for example, a worker�s rank remains unchanged from one year to the

next, barring changes in union status. Denoting the distribution of pre-election earnings by FY�1 ,

formally this assumption can be written: FY0jR=0 (Y0) = FY�1jR=0 (Y�1) almost surely. Making this

assumption, I turn to the union e¤ect on average earnings by pre-election earnings quintile to get a

more direct measure of how unionization a¤ects individuals at di¤erent points in the distribution.
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Figure 8: Estimated counterfactual densities of log annual earnings conditional on a close union
election.

The results suggest that union representation raises the earnings of those at the lower end of the

pre-election earnings distribution, and lowers the earnings of those at the upper end. These �ndings

are shown in Figure 9, which plots RD estimates of the average treatment e¤ect of unionization on

log annual earnings by quintile of pre-election earnings. The estimated e¤ects are between .07 and

.09 for the bottom three quintiles, but fall to -.05 for the highest quintile of pre-election earnings.

These e¤ects mirror the quantile treatment e¤ects reported above, and suggest that individuals

at the lower end of the the earnings distribution prior to a close election can expect to see their

earnings increase, while individuals at the upper end may see their earnings decrease as a result of

union representation. The similarity of the pattern of e¤ects in Figures 6 and 9 also suggests that,

as a �rst approximation, the assumption that ranks are preserved across union status may not be

unreasonable, and the quantile treatment e¤ects roughly correspond to the expected e¤ect on an

individual at a given point in the earnings distribution.

The earnings compression implied by the estimates is consistent with the theoretical predictions

in Section 2, but does it re�ect higher wages for lower-skilled workers, and a reduced return to skill,

as the model suggests? Unions may compress earnings for other reasons, including shifting risk
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Figure 9: Estimates and 90-percent con�dence intervals for the average e¤ect of unionization on
log annual earnings, by quintile of pre-election earnings.

to the employer, which could be pareto-improving for workers (Burda, 1995).8 To get a fuller

picture of the welfare consequences of unionization I turn to estimates of the e¤ect on worker

retention. The results suggest unionization increases retention among workers at the lower end of

the pre-election earnings distribution, while increasing turnover among workers at the higher end.

These �ndings can be seen in Figure 10, which plots estimates and con�dence intervals for the

e¤ect of unionization on an indicator for retention 10 quarters after the election, by quintile of pre-

election earnings. The �gure shows unionization has a signi�cantly positive e¤ect on retention for

the bottom two quintiles, essentially no e¤ect for the middle quintile, and a signi�cantly negative

e¤ect for the top two quintiles. The e¤ect ranges from around 5 percent for the bottom quintile to

negative 10 percent for the top quintile, with an overall e¤ect of -.043 (s.e. = .004). The pattern

of e¤ects on retention supports the view that unionization makes employment di¤erentially more

attractive for lower earners relative to higher earners, consistent with the model�s interpretation

that union wage compression re�ects higher pay for lower-skilled workers and a reduced return to

skill.
8The literature identi�es several other possible sources of union wage compression. Freeman and Medo¤ (1984)

argue that unions provide more e¢ cient levels of public goods in the workplace. Acemoglu and Pischke (1999) show
union wage compression can encourage �rms to invest in employees� general human capital. Freeman (2005) and
Budd (2004) discuss non-wage bene�ts.
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Figure 10: Point estimates and 90-percent con�dence intervals for the average e¤ect of unionization
on retention 10 quarters after the union election, by quintile of pre-election earnings.

The e¤ect on retention in Figure 10 also has implications for selection into employment at a

unionized establishment. Card (1996) developed a two-sided selection model incorporating both

employer and employee behavior. If unions compress the distribution of wages, employers are more

likely to want to retain (or hire) high-skilled workers, while lower-skilled workers are more likely to

want to stay. Figure 10 suggests that on net, selection on the part of employees dominates.

The results in this section provide evidence for the union wage compression found in previous

regression-based studies, but against a large average e¤ect of unionization. Thus the principal

substantive conclusion of Freeman (1993), Card (1996), DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996) that

unions reduce dispersion holds up even in a quasi-experimental setting, but the �nding in these

studies and many others that union earnings are on average signi�cantly higher than non-union

earnings appears to be largely a selection e¤ect, consistent with DiNardo and Lee (2004), at least

for the typical case of a close union election. When unions win by a wider margin, Lee and Mas

(2008) �nd large negative e¤ects on employer pro�tability, suggesting that the e¤ect on average

earnings may increase with the union�s vote share. Interpreted in the light of the model in Section

2, plants where the union barely wins may have fewer sunk costs (that is, lower �K), and thus

unions extract less from the employer and garner fewer votes compared to plants where �K is large.
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Empirical studies looking directly at sunk costs and quasi-rents have also found that unions have a

larger e¤ect on employers and industries where sunk costs and rents are higher (see, e.g., Freeman,

1983).

6 Summary and Conclusions

Quasi-experimental estimates based on close union certi�cation elections show unionization sub-

stantially compresses the distribution of employee earnings. Union representation raised the tenth

percentile of earnings by about 25 log points with a much smaller e¤ect in the middle of the dis-

tribution, a large negative e¤ect on the upper tail of earnings, and little e¤ect on the average.

Estimates of the union e¤ect on employee retention by quantile of pre-election earnings showed a

similar pattern: among workers in the bottom two quintiles, unionization signi�cantly increased re-

tention, it had little e¤ect on retention in the middle quantile, and signi�cantly decreased retention

in the top two quantiles.

The pattern of e¤ects on the distribution of earnings and worker retention is consistent with a

model where unions pursue a wage schedule to achieve political objectives. A union whose growth

as an institution depends on new unionization has incentives to set wage schedules to maximize the

probability of winning certi�cation elections. The theoretical model in the paper showed unions will

raise the wages of lower-skilled workers, but reduce the return to skill, resulting in a compressing

e¤ect on the distribution of workers�earnings. The empirical results on worker turnover by earnings

quantile also support this interpretation. Further estimation and testing of the model is a subject

for future research.

The results imply that unions close to the margin of victory unambiguously reduce dispersion

in the overall earnings distribution, since they compress earnings within the unionized sector, but

have little e¤ect on the average union earnings gap. Deunionization therefore explains part of

the increased inequality in the U.S. income distribution since the 1970s, as Freeman (1993), Card

(1996), and DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996) also found. A crude estimate of how much of the

increased inequality the fall in unionization rates can explain may be obtained using the sample

of full-time, full-year private sector wage and salary workers from the 1979 and 2009 Current

Population Survey (King, Ruggles, Alexander, Leicach, and Sobek, 2009). The variance of log
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earnings in this sample increased by about 26 percent from 1979 to 2009, while the private sector

unionization rate fell from about 25 percent to 8 percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010; DiNardo,

Fortin, and Lemieux, 1996). Assuming the deunionization occurred among workers at marginally

unionized plants, deunionization accounts for about 13.5 percent of the increase in the variance

of log earnings.9 This estimate is close to the 15-20 percent found by Card (2001) and the 6-21

percent found by DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996).

The estimates apply only to workers at private sector establishments where a close union election

was held. While the estimates thus re�ect the causal e¤ect of typical private sector unionization in

recent years, they miss the e¤ect of public sector unionization, which now accounts for the majority

of U.S. union membership (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010). More research is needed on the e¤ects

of public sector unionization and on the mechanisms driving those e¤ects.

Theory Appendix

The optimal wage schedule is part of a subgame perfect equilibrium: it maximizes the union�s

probability of winning the certi�cation election, given that workers vote sincerely conditional on

the wage schedule, and given that the employer invests and hires to maximize pro�ts conditional

on the wage schedule and the outcome of the election. In this setting maximizing the probability

of winning is equivalent to maximizing the vote share. To see this, consider an election at a plant

with N workers voting. Let Vi (�) be the i-th worker�s voting rule, as a function of the union�s

choice parameter, �. The union solves max
�
Pr
�PN

i=1 Vi (�) > N=2
�
. The number of votes is a

Binomial random variable with parameters (P (�) ; N), where P (�) is the expected vote share.

Denoting the cdf of this binomial random variable by FB, the union�s problem can be rewritten

as max
�
1 � FB (N=2; (P (�) ; N)). The �rst order condition is @FB

@P
@P
@� = 0. Since for the Binomial

distribution @FB
@P 6= 0, this reduces to @P

@� = 0, which is the �rst order condition for maximizing the

expected vote share.

Intuitively, for a proposed wage schedule to garner a positive vote share in equilibrium, it must

913:5% was arrived at as follows. The distribution of unionized potential log earnings in Figure 8 has a variance :087
less than the non-unionized distribution. The di¤erence in unionization rates from 1979 to 2009 is 25%� 8% = 17%.
Since the means of the unionized and non-unionized potential log earnings distributions are essentially equal, the
increase in overall variance due to deunionization is therefore 17%� :087 = :0149, which is 13:5% of the total increase
in variance.
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result in K earning at least (1� �K) (y � v). Otherwise, the employer would simply shut down,

and all workers would incur the switching cost to �nd a job elsewhere, and thus would prefer no

union in the �rst place.10 Thus, although the union would like to set the wage schedule so as to

garner the most votes possible, it must also take into consideration the direct e¤ect of the wage

schedule on the �rm�s pro�ts via the payroll, as well as the indirect e¤ect via the wage schedule�s

e¤ect on the distribution of workers�human capital employed at the �rm. In consequence, any

incentive to redistribute rents among workers of di¤erent levels of human capital is tempered by

the tendency of workers who are losers under the union wage schedule to quit, further tightening

the �rm�s pro�t constraint. The following proposition formally characterizes the optimal union

wage schedule.

Proposition 1 A subgame perfect Nash equilibrium union wage schedule is wU (H) = (v + r (H;��))H,

where the union rent schedule r (H;�) satis�es

f� (r)

F��" (r)
= �H

�
1� (�K (y � v)� r)

f��" (r)

F��" (r)

�
;

and �� satis�es Z
(�K (y � v)� r (h; ��))hF��" (r (h; ��)) dFH (h) = 0;

and F��" denotes the distribution function of the random variable � � ", the unionization cost net

of the switching cost.

Proof. Working backwards, consider the �rm�s investment and hiring decision given r (H) =

w (H) =H � v, the outcome of the election, and workers�quitting decisions. First take the case

where the union loses. Then the price ofH hasn�t changed, and the competitive equilibrium remains

optimal for the employer. If any workers quit, the employer hires from the pool of applicants (in this

case identical in distribution to the population of workers) to replace them and production continues.

If no workers quit, no additional hiring or investment takes place and production resumes as before.

Now take the case where the union wins. Since in the short run the production technology takes

�xed proportions of H and K, if no workers quit, the available actions are hiring additional H

10A recent paper by Kremer and Olken (2009) highlights unions�incentives to take into account employers�prof-
itability.
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and K, or releasing currently employed H and K. The employer would hire additional H and K

only if the return to the additional K is greater than y � v (the purchase price of K). However,

the employer must pay at least v in order to hire more H, so the equilibrium cannot involve the

employer hiring additional H or investing in more K. Still considering the case where the union

wins but no workers quit, the employer releases currently employed H and K if the return to K

under the union wage schedule is less than (1� �K) (y � v). In consequence of constant returns

to scale and �xed proportions, if it�s optimal to release any H and K, it is optimal to shut down

completely. Finally, in the case where the union wins and some workers quit, it is never optimal for

the employer to replace the lost workers, for the same reason the employer doesn�t hire additional

workers. Instead the employer will divest the freed up K (recouping (1� �K) (y � v) per unit).

The employer will either resume production with the remaining H and K, or shut down, again

depending on whether the return to the remaining K under the union wage schedule is greater

than or less than (1� �K) (y � v). In summary, the employer�s equilibrium strategy is to divest

any K freed up by quitting workers, and continue production with what remains if the return to

K is at least (1� �K) (y � v), and shut down otherwise.

Turn now to the worker�s decision to stay or leave conditional on r (H) and given the employer�s

equilibrium strategy. A worker of human capital H chooses to stay if her union rent, r (H),

exceeds her cost of unionization net of her switching cost. Thus the equilibrium decision rule is

1 (� � " � r (H)). The density of human capital conditional on staying at the �rm is therefore

fHjstay (h) =
F��" (r (h)) fH (h)R
F��" (r (s)) dFH (s)

;

where F��" denotes the distribution function of the random variable �� ", the cost of unionization

net of the switching cost.

Next, consider the workers�voting choice conditional on r (H) and given the employer�s equi-

librium strategy. No worker will vote for the union if r (H) is such that the employer shuts down

production, since all workers would then incur the switching cost ", and earn the same wage, v,

elsewhere. Conditional on r (H) not resulting in a shut-down, a worker of human capital H votes

for the union if her rent under the union schedule exceeds her cost of unionization, �. The equilib-

rium voting function is therefore 1 (� � r (H)), again subject to the condition that the plant stays
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open under the wage schedule.

Finally, given the workers�and the employer�s equilibrium strategies, the union chooses r (H) to

maximize the expected vote share, which is equivalent to maximizing the expectation of 1 (� � r (H)),

subject to the �rm earning an ex post return of at least (1� �K) (y � v). The problem the union

solves can be written:

max
r(h)

Z
F� (r (h)) dFH (h)

s.t.

Z
(�K (y � v)� r (h))hF��" (r (h)) dFH (h) � 0: (4)

This is a straightforward calculus of variations problem of the type treated by, say, Theorem 1 in

Gelfand and Fomin (1963, p. 43). The optimal rent schedule therefore satis�es

f� (r)

F��" (r)
= �H

�
1� (�K (y � v)� r)

f��" (r)

F��" (r)

�
;

where � is the Lagrange multiplier on the minimum pro�t constraint for the �rm. This condition

can be solved for r (H;�). Substituting this into the pro�t constraint, (4), and solving for � gives

��, and thus the optimal wage schedule can be written

wU (H) = (r (H;��) + v)H:

Data Appendix

Construction of the dataset

As described in the text, the dataset used in this paper consists of NLRB certi�cation election

results matched to employer-employee wage data from the Census Bureau�s LEHD program.

The union certi�cation election records were collected by the NLRB, and in large part main-

tained by the AFL-CIO. John-Paul Ferguson obtained the data by �ling Freedom of Information

Act requests with the NLRB, and has made them available for this research. The complete data
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set covers the period 1963-2006, and contains records from about 250,000 union elections, although

the main sample used in the analysis covers the years 1992-2001, including 37,354 elections. The

raw data contains results from elections stemming from several di¤erent type of petitions, includ-

ing cases where a union seeks to be certi�ed (RC), an employer seeks an election to remove an

existing union (RM), or employees seek to remove a union (RD). I restrict to RC-cases, where a

union seeks certi�cation. The dataset contains many duplicate records. In some cases they are

true duplicates: one election generated multiple records in the database. In these cases I simply

delete the redundant entries. In other cases, multiple entries arise from more than one union being

on the ballot. In these cases the relevant union vote share is the largest one; I therefore retain the

entry with the largest vote share, and delete the others. Finally, in some cases multiple elections

were held at the same establishment because, for example, di¤erent groups of workers constituted

di¤erent bargaining units. Since I can�t distinguish between workers in di¤erent bargaining units,

the relevant vote share is the largest, so again I keep only the entry corresponding to the election

where the union received the highest vote share.

The second data component consists of the Employment History Files (EHF) within the LEHD

database. As described in the text, the EHF contains employee, employer, and earnings data for

each employment relationship that generated at least one dollar of wages. The EHF includes a

state employer identi�cation number (SEIN) with each record, and in some cases an identifer for

the establishment within the employer, which is important for multi-unit employers. For the cases

where there is no establishment identi�er, the LEHD provides a Unit-to-Worker (U2W) imputation

to assign workers to establishments. The employer name and address of these establishments�

obtained from the Business Register�s Standard Statistical Establishment List (SSEL)� are then

used to link to the union election dataset to determine union coverage status.

The matching process to combine these two data sources is as follows. First, employer name

and address information from both the NLRB dataset and the Census Bureau�s Business Register

(BR) were cleaned and standardized using the SAS Data Quality Server standardization functions.

NLRB election records were then matched to BR records by several combinations of state, county,

city, employer name, street address, and industry code. The match was performed iteratively in

descending order of strictness. The cuto¤ level of strictness was determined by hand checking

matches from each iteration, and stopping once match quality dipped below 95 percent. The
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matched BR records were then linked to employers in the LEHD�s Employer Characteristics File

(ECF) by the Business Register Bridge (BRB) via state, year, county, Employer Identi�cation

Number (EIN) and two-digit industry code. Finally the work histories (including earnings) of all

individuals employed at the matched employers during the quarter of the certi�cation election were

drawn from the Personal History File (PHF), using the Unit-2-Worker imputation to complete the

match in the case of multi-unit employers.

De�ning the Running Variable

A critical feature of the regression discontinuity design is the running variable (in this case the

amount by which the union�s vote share exceeds 50 percent). As DiNardo and Lee (2004) point

out, care must be taken when de�ning this variable to avoid biasing results toward the smallest

employers. I follow their procedure of �rst subtracting .5/(# votes cast) from the vote shares

where an even number of votes were cast, and then binning the resulting modi�ed shares so that all

elections with a share between .50 and .55 are assigned .525, and so forth. Finally, only elections

where the number of total votes cast exceeded 10 were kept in the analysis.

Sample Selection

The sample included in the main analysis consists of those workers who have non-missing wage data

for the one-year period beginning two quarters after the closing date of the election. I also condition

(approximately) on full-time/full-year workers by keeping only those workers whose wages in the

year prior to the election exceeded (in 2000 dollars) 20 hours/week � 40 weeks/year � $5/hour

= $4000/year. Although crude, this conservative approximation to full-time, full-year status is

based on pre-determined wages and so does not a¤ect the validity of the estimation, and aids in

interpretation.
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